TireVigil™ Cloud’s Report Service
Simplifies tire management by automatically generating fleet-wide
reports on tire maintenance and its quality.
The TireVigil™ Cloud’s Report Service automatically generates reports on tire service with specific
daily, weekly and monthly reports designed to improve tire maintenance, simplify tire service
management, and deliver tire maintenance visibility to you and all other interested fleet personnel.
You and other specific fleet users can designate the reports you want and schedule the days and
times to receive them. The TireVigil™ Cloud’s Report Service also understands that each fleet may be
organized differently and individuals can be assigned to different locations and functions which
require their reports to focus on their specific areas of responsibility.
The Active Issues Report identifies all tire issues that have generated alerts and
the service required to correct them. It is usually run daily before drivers arrive
and is used by technicians to address these problems before drivers depart on
their assigned routes. You prioritize and assign resources to ensure proper tire
service is performed. All tire issues/alerts from previous reports that remain
outstanding are listed with the number of days they have been in alert
conditions highlighted to ensure that alerts are acted upon in a timely manner
and don’t fall through the cracks.
The Service History Report summarizes the quality of the previous week’s tire maintenance. This
report details each tire problem that was serviced and how it was corrected. Service that does not
meet the fleet’s standards is highlighted so corrective actions can be taken. When tire problems are
resolved on the road, service events are captured automatically. This enables you to determine if the
work was needed, done, and performed to your fleet’s specifications when verifying tire service bills
without leaving your desk.
You also receive a monthly report on the state of all tire pressures across your entire fleet. The Fleet
Management Survey Report enables you to compare tire service performance at your fleet's various
locations. You can also use this report to reward tire maintenance improvements and recognize safety
contributions for reducing alerts and alert response times.

TireVigil™ Cloud’s Report Service
Report Service Benefits
 The daily Active Issues Report provides labor saving tire visibility that can eliminate 90% of
enroute breakdowns.
 The weekly Service History Report provides visibility of the tire service performed the previous
week along with verifiability and accountability.
 The Service History Report shows the details for each tire serviced including how it was corrected,
the date, time and location of the service, the vehicle number, wheel position, and the state of the
problem tire before and after servicing. It also provides the target tire pressure, tire temperature,
alert severity, the name of the servicing technician and any observations made for each tire.
 Service that does not meet your fleet’s standards is highlighted.
 Enroute tire service events are captured automatically with location, date and time. This enables
you to verify service bills and validate that the work was needed and performed properly right
from your desk
 You receive monthly reports on the state of all tire pressures on 100% of your fleet’s vehicles. No
more time-intensive, manual, tire surveys that just take a sample of your fleet’s tire pressures and
guessing how all the tires in your fleet are maintained.
 The saying, “You can’t manage what you can’t measure” is true and the monthly Fleet
Management Survey Reports give you the metrics you need to compare tire maintenance
performance by yards as well as see changes across your entire fleet. It also provides a breakdown
of the types of tire alerts your fleet experienced, the average response times to correct them, and
provides insights into potential tire fires by vehicle types experiencing excessive heat.

TireVigil™ Cloud’s Report Service has
been designed by tire professionals to
simplify tire service and is another tool
for you to use to improve your tire
maintenance program.
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 You can use these reports to recognize improvements in tire maintenance as well as improvements
in safety for reducing alerts and response times.

